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FROM THE EDITOR

A few weeks ago I – wearing my hat as News Editor of the Mail & Guardian 
– asked a reporter to compile an infographic of all the big political cases 
currently before our courts.

At first, we thought it would be half a page in the newspaper. Then 
it became a full page. But we kept adding more and more items, and it 
ended up being a double page spread and was ultimately not even a 
comprehensive list.

It is dizzying. And I have mixed feelings about it. On the one hand, I 
fret that there is too much pressure on the courts, that it is going to lead to attacks; and 
that it is skewing our democracy – the Constitution gives the primary role of holding the 
executive to account to Parliament, not the courts. 

On the other hand, it has been great to see the courts become such a presence in the 
public mind, being the one arm of state that does not treat us like we are stupid. I feel 
now that, if the courts were to be attacked by politicians, South Africans would stand up 
for them in a way that perhaps they wouldn’t before.  

In all this, advocates play a crucial role. When the case about the binding power of 
the Public Protector’s remedial action was being argued – a complex question, I thought, 
and one which had been debated by academics for years – it was the great advocates, 
on both sides, who scrutinized, interrogated and debated, ultimately leading to the right, 
in principle, legal conclusion.

Advocates are playing a fundamental role in the development of our democracy. 
There are the high profile cases that we journalists flock to. But there are also the – no less 
important – thousands of other cases, where advocates help people and courts to see 
justice done.

The point of all this is to explain why I jumped when I saw the advertisement for the post 
for editor of Advocate – a magazine I have always enjoyed, written by advocates for 
advocates.

I never went to the Bar. After my BA and LLB from UCT, I began my legal career 
clerking for Justice Pius Langa, then the deputy chief justice. That was when the 
Constitutional Court was still housed in a non-descript office block in Braamfontein.

I went on to serve articles at Bowman Gilfillan. Six months of my articles were spent 
as a public defender with the Legal Aid Board at the Hillbrow and Johannesburg 
Magistrates Courts. Having worked at both the highest and lowest courts in SA has made 
an indelible impression. 

Two more years at Bowmans, as associate in the commercial law department, and 
I decided – to the horror of some of my colleagues and secret admiration of others – to 
throw it all in and go back to school to become a journalist. I wanted to write.

Serendipity played a role here, because, as it happened a scholarship was advertised – 
for lawyers who wanted to be journalists. Along with two others, I was the first recipient 
of the Ismail Mahomed scholarship and went to Wits for a year to obtain an honours 
degree in journalism.

For nearly a decade I wrote about the law on the pages of Business Day – focusing 
mostly on where politics and law intersect, a fascinating and increasingly complex and 
fraught space. The judiciary and the JSC were particular areas of interest. In the last 
three years I started writing columns. 

Yet one of the strange things about journalism in South Africa is that promotion often 
means becoming an editor. So, from January this year, I stopped writing and starting 
editing - at the Mail & Guardian, where you will currently find me.

But I missed the law, I missed watching counsel build our jurisprudence. I missed 
writing. So here I am. 

I am fully aware of the size of the shoes I am stepping into – my predecessor Philip 
van der Merwe was the editor of Advocate and De Rebus for years. He was also one of 
the editors of the  South African Law Reports in the 70s and 80s (yes, I am in awe). And 
of course before him was the legendary Hennie Mellet. 

I am grateful for Philip’s help and support. He joked that it was the end of the age of 
grumpy old men editors. But if the grumpy old men editors meant the high standards up 
to now, I hope that won’t be the case. 

I am still not sure what it is the beginning of, but I am looking forward to taking 
Advocate to new and cool places. A
The editor contributes to Advocate as an autonomous author. The views she expresses 
are entirely her own, and do not purport to represent any view or position of Advocate or 
of the GCB.


